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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company calibrates and services medical equipment for customers across the United States. The company employs a
large number of service technicians. 

The company often does not assign service jobs to the technician that is geographically closest to the customer. 

The company wants to use location auditing in Dynamics 365 Field Service to display each technician\\'s location on a
map. 

You enable location tracking. 

Where should you navigate to see the technician locations on a map? To answer, select the appropriate option in the
answer area. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/field-service/mobile-powerapp-location-auditing 

 

QUESTION 2

A company uses social media for marketing. 

The company wants to use out-of-the-box Dynamics 365 Marketing functionality to streamline social media marketing. 
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You need to determine the supported social media activities. 

Which action is supported? 

A. Gel notified when a company is mentioned. 

B. Schedule a post to be published in the future. 

C. Analyze the sentiment of posts about a company. 

D. Automatically follow another account when a specified condition is met 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

A company plans to use Microsoft Dynamics 365 Marketing. You need to describe app event functionality. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Yes 

You can add a new payment gateway to your event website. 

Note: To add a new payment page to your event website: 

Make an agreement with a third-party payment provider and prepare a web page that provides a payment front end, as
described in their documentation. 

Sign in to Dynamics 365 Marketing and go to the custom app by choosing Dynamics 365ustom from the app selector. 

In the custom app, use the area switcher at the bottom left of the page to open Portals. Then go to Content > Web
Templates 

Select + New on the control bar to create a new web template. 

Enter a Name for your template and set the Website to the Event Portal. 

Etc. 

Box 2: Yes 

You can use Microsoft Teams for Dynamics 365 Marketing online events. 

Use Microsoft Teams as an online meeting provider for Dynamics 365 Marketing events. Teams event functionality is
incorporated directly into the Marketing app, allowing you to use Teams webinars or Teams live events for one/some to 

many online events, and Teams meetings for interactive online meetings. 

Box 3: Yes 

Book hotel rooms for staff, speakers, and guests 

If your organization has set up hotels and room allocations for your event in Dynamics 365 Marketing, you can view and
create room bookings by going to Events > Logistics > Hotel Room Reservations. Each room booking links an event-

registration record (and its associated contact) to a hotel room allocation set up in Dynamics 365 Marketing. Each room
allocation represents a block of rooms of a specific type (single, double, or suite) at a specific hotel during a specific 

event. After all the rooms in an allocation are booked, that allocation is considered sold out unless you can request more
from that hotel. Room bookings don\\'t specify a room number, just a room type (based on allocation) and a unique 

reservation number. 
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Reference: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/event-payment-gateway 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/invite-register-house-event-attendees 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses Dynamics 365 Customer Service. 

The company plans to use support queues to organize and monitor the progress of cases. Customer support agents will
select cases from queues in which they are members. 

Agents release case items if they are not able to continue working on a case. 

Which statement describes what happens when a case item is released from the queue? 

A. The case continues to remain in the agent\\'s personal queue until someone else selects the item from the queue. 

B. The case is removed from all queues. 

C. The case is removed from the agent\\'s personal queue and returned to the original support queue. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/using-dynamics-365-queues-to-manage-case-
workloads/4-working-with-queues 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Sales. 

Users are unsure how to perform various tasks. 

You need to recommend features to help the company configure the system. 

What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate features to the correct requirements. Each feature may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/sales-enterprise/manage-activities 
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